Autoimmunity as the body's defense mechanism against the enemy within: Development of therapeutic vaccines for neurodegenerative disorders.
Insults to the central nervous system (CNS), whether of microbial or microbe-free origin, result in tissue damage. Until recently, it was generally believed that only microbe-related damage elicits an adaptive immune response, the purpose of which is to eliminate the offending microorganisms. Recent studies in the author's laboratory suggest, however, that the body exhibits an adaptive immune response to microbe-free injuries as well. The immune response in this case is directed against dominant self-antigens residing in the damaged site, where such an adaptive anti-self immune response reinforces the protective activity of local resident cells by providing them with factors that can augment and regulate their capacity for buffering troublemakers such as destructive self-compounds emerging from the injured neural tissue. Because the specificity of this autoimmune response apparently depends not on the type but on the site of lesion, the response can be boosted by therapeutic vaccination for acute and chronic neurodegenerative conditions irrespective of their primary etiology. The results have far-reaching implications, both for microbial infections and for neurodegenerative diseases of the CNS.